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Avoid Daytona’s Congestion!!!
Save Money – Save Time
Come Fly at
Our
Aircraft

SUNRISE AVIATION
Rental
Rate

Frasca141
$36.00
Cessna 152 $56.00
Cessna 172 $69.00
Piper Arrow
$86.00
Cessa 172R $95.00
Piper Seneca $150.00
Seminole
$148.00

SUNRISE AVIATION
@ the Ormond Beach Municipal Airport
Is pleased to announce a new addition to our rental fleet .
It is a 2000

Cesna-172R equipped w/ KLN 94,

IFR approved, GPS, coupled auto pilot & much more.
Like new condition, including the engine.
$95 per hour
Call to schedule

386-677-5724

Instruction
Pvt. / Comm
Instrument
CFI / Multi

$26.00
$28.00
$35/30

No Membership Fees!
No Scheduling Delays!

No Worries!

We pride ourselves in operating an
extremely well maintained fleet of
aircraft!
Visit us at www.flysunrise.com
and see for yourself!

(386)677-5724
740 Airport Rd * Ormond Beach Municipal Airport
e-mail info@flysunrise.com
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Student to compete in balloon contest
By students, for students.
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Team to defend
2002 World
Championship

hot air balloon license. With his
first national championship at age
seventeen, he became the youngest
champion in the sport’s history.
Serving as captain of the national
team is a very weighty responsibility for Donner. “The six other men
on the American team are all at least
ten years older than me and are the
nation’s best balloonists,” Donner
Mark Soppet
said. He feels that it’s a great honor
to be on the same level as them.
Copy Editor
Donner has faired well in interNick Donner, a freshman in national competition in the past. In
Embry-Riddle’s
Aeronautical 2002, he won Japan’s Motegi Hot Air
Science program, will travel to Balloon International Championship
Australia as captain of America’s and finished seventh at the world
team in the World Hot Air Balloon championships in France. In addiChampionships. This should come tion to the world championships
as no surprise to people who know this summer, Nick Donner will also
Nick. He is the reigning U.S. compete in the Balloon Federation
National Hot Air Balloon cham- of America championship (this July,
pion.
in Anderson, SC) and the North
This year’s competition will be American Balloon Federation chamheld in Mildura, Australia, from pionship in Baton Rouge, LA this
June 26 to July 3. In balloon cham- August.
pionship events, the balloonists
Hot-air ballooning is a sport that
are judged on
runs through
their abilities to
Donner ’s
navigate, meet
blood.
His
The six other men
a planned cruise
father is a balaltitude,
and
loon pilot, and
on the American
drop weighted
his
younger
team are all at least
bags on targets.
brother
and
In 2001 and
sister have folten years older ...
2003,
Nick
lowed in his
Donner won the
footsteps.
- NICK DONNER
U.S. National
When
he
Hot Air Balloon
isn’t in a hot air
championship.
balloon, Nick is working
He soloed in a hot air balloon on towards his aeronautical science
his fourteenth birthday, the earliest degree. He aspires to be either a
possible day he could obtain his naval aviator or a UPS pilot.

“

”
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NICK DONNER SOARS IN his balloon on the way to a first-place finish at the 2002 Motegi Hot Air Balloon International Championship in
Japan. Nick is currently a freshman in Aeronautical Science.
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BACHELORS AND BACHELORETTES TRIED their luck at ERAU’s newest activity, Speed Dating. Students would pair up with a
member of the opposite sex and talk to them for three minutes. After the participants met the Couseling Center would provide them
with the e-mail addresses of the people they found interesting. Students from Stetson, DBCC and Flagler College also participated.

Evolution, Creation ready to rumble
Mark Soppet
Copy Editor
Where did we come from? This
fundamental question of life has
been asked by humans since the
beginning of recorded history.
The question has historically been
answered by citing religion. This
notion was rocked in the nineteenth
century by Charles Darwin and others, promoting the theory of evolution. Throughout the twentieth
century and even today, educators
have struggled with the question
of evolutionary theory and having
to teach it in spite of pressures to
avoid encroaching on people’s religious beliefs.
The debate comes to ERAU on

Saturday, Apr. 17 in the ICI center.
Evolution vs. Creationism Debate:
Origin of Life is being sponsored
by the Humanities department. The
format
will
consist of a
general discussion, followed
by an hour
of questions
submitted by
the audience.
Four experts
in their fields
have
been
tapped for the
debate.
Dr.
Luther Reisbig
of the Aerospace Engineering
department will argue on behalf
of evolution from the standpoint

of cosmic evolution. Professor
Reinhold Schlieper from the
Humanities department will argue
the logical merits of evolution.
Rounding out
the
evolution side is
Jim Strayer,
a former high
school teacher
and community college
professor for
thirty-four
years.
Mr.
Strayer has
been active
in
local
atheist societies, and will
argue the case for biological
evolution.

Sparring with the evolution
supporters is Dr. Kent Hovind, a
former high school teacher and
the founder of Creation Science
Evangelism. Dr. Hovind will
defend creationism, arguing that
the Biblical record is compatible
with the scientifically-established
history of the earth.
Evolution is taught nationwide,
but there is rarely classroom
debate about alternate points of
view. The Humanities department
aims to challenge the preconceived notions of students during
this debate, helping them to form
their own opinions rooted in both
science and logic.
For more information on the
debate send an e-mail out to
ecdebate2004@yahoo.com.

Briefs & Notices
Acafellas
Concert

Embry-Riddle’s male a cappella
group, The AcaFellas, are holding their first Spring Concert on
Wednesday, Apr. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in
the IC-Auditorium.
The AcaFellas are a 13-member male a cappella singing
group, formed in Fall 2002.
You’re invited to their inaugural
concert!
Mark your calendars to attend
this entertaining event! One of the
first 100 ladies to attend will WIN a
DAY-SPA package!

Just some of the songs being performed are: Faith, Make Me Lose
Control, Stand By Me, Breakfast at
Tiffany’s, Brown Eyed Girl, In the
Still of the Night and many more!
You’ll also see some Fear-Factor
style skits!
Sponsored by: Women in
Aviation, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
& The AcaFellas!
For more information, go to
www.acafellas.org.

Stress
Management

Do papers, exams, and finals have

you stressed out?!
Come learn fun & effective techniques to reduce stress in your life
Thursday, April 15th @ 6:00pm in
the Counseling Center!
Door Prizes will be given away!
Sponsored by the Counseling
Center & Health Services.

Opportunity’s
Knocking

The Avion Newspaper is looking for dedicated students to
work during the summer. If you
have ever wished about being
able to get the latest scoops on

what the airlines are doing,
join The Avion.
Reporters will be trained on how to
effectively tell the story to the reader.
Photographers will have access to
state-of-the-art cameras and photo
editing equipment.
Section Editors will learn the ins
and outs of layout and design, as well
as learning software such as Adobe
InDesign and Photoshop.
No experience? No problem! If
you’re eager to learn, we’re eager
to train. The Avion will meet every
Tuesday during summer starting May
11. Don’t miss out on the chance
to work for the best newspaper in
Florida at a private university.

Opinions
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Apples to oranges, oranges to apples

After taking a break from serious problems that might arise during
topics, our debate has returned to the peeling stage. Society has realoranges ... or apples.
ized the importance of the orange,
Personally, I prefer oranges. and has succeeded in making it
Despite its obvious drawbacks, i.e. easier to eat.
the peel, it’s still the sweetest of all
Once through the peel, the
the peeled fruit.
orange becomes too irreI seem to remember my
sistable to pass up. How
parents once telling me
can you go wrong with
never to judge a book by
this pre-sliced treasure?
its cover ... well, I’m sure
I mean seriously, PREthat the same must hold
sliced, what genious
true for fruit. Never judge
thought of that?
an orange by its peel!
The fruit has become a
The
orange
has
staple of American life. It
anchored many a school
has succeeded in becomTom
lunch for me, and I intend
ing a national treasure. It
Flemming
to stay loyal to anything
anchors the economy in
so dedicated to my surFlorida, it has cities and
Columnist
vival.
counties named after it.
As any kid knows, the
Can the apple claim that
lunch room can be quite the war kind of fame?
zone. With food fights a regular
Despite its inordinate quantities
occurrence at my rough and tum- of citric acid, the orange also conble elementary school, my parents tains massive amounts of vitamin
were prepared to arm me with a C, strengthening your white cells,
weapon that could also be eaten.
which in turn strengthen your
As salads were being tossed immune system.
behind my back, I was fighting
Once again, the orange has
back with fruit! But not just any succeeded in defending my body
fruit, my weapon choice came against tyranny!! I cannot thank
shielded with its once detrimental this fruit enough for my health and
peel, which allowed one to use it well being. The orange is responmore than once and still maintain sible for my body’s continued
its edible appeal.
defense against the evils presented
But forget its defensive tenden- to me in the form of germs.
cies, the orange would still be my
Tomorrow will be another day,
fruit of choice. Handy tools have and I will attack it with GREAT
been invented to help with any health!! Thanks to the orange.

I am sure that we are all familiar for some change that I could use to
with the amorous expression, “you purchase my nemesical produce.
are the apple of my eye.” Now why
Just as I was about to give up,
would you call someone that with I found a quarter in my pocket.
love, unless the apple has won itself Unfortunately, the apples were a dola place as the king of fruits.
lar each, and heartbroken, I decided
An orange? The skin is
to head home.
way too thick and way to
The vendor, noticing my
bumpy ... nothing soft and
disappointment, offered an
supple as the skin of an
alternative to my plight.
apple.
He selected an apple from
Apples are soft and tenhis collection and held it
der, sweet and juicy, red
out for me to examine.
and green, big and small,
When I refused to take it,
and ... stuff.
he adamantly insisted that
I remember the first
I eat it, as it was a special
Shyamal
time I ate an apple. There
apple.
Addanki
I was, this young’n little
Finally, I agreed and
lad, minding my own buistook the apple from his
Columnist
ness and skipping down
hands. It was nice and
the street, when all of a
smooth and had an aroma
sudden, there is this fruit vendor on that could make roses green.
the road!
Apprehensively, I sank my teeth
So startled I was upon finding my into its tender flesh and my mind
carriageway companion, I stopped exploded into many little myriads
and stared at him. Eventually break- of mystical mental melodies. The
ing my gaze, I looked down to sweetness of the fruit entered my
examine his goods. Apples! Scores veins and I felt it coursing through
and scores of colorful apples. Now I my body and my blood pumped
had been well warned by my parents harder so that it would be able to
never to eat anything that a roadside absorb more and more of this natural
vendor was selling, and I took their sugar.
advice very seriously. Yet here I
When I opened my eyes, the venstood looking at these forbidden fruit dor was gone! I was so shocked that
and I could not bear the the thought I started choking on a piece of the
of not sinking my teeth into the ten- apple. Fortunately, it shifted a little
der flesh that the fruit excemplified.
and cleared up my wind pipe so that
Finally my temptation got the bet- I could breathe again. I still have that
ter of me and I fished in my pockets apple stuck in me till this day.

Fish follow the school, humans follow wants

A school of fish swims in one
This is evolution. When humanity
direction, as one unit. Exploring as first put seeds in the ground ten thouan interdependent family finding sand years ago, the universe’s jurisfood, instantly turning to flee the diction over life-and-death became
jaws of the barracuda or the feared slightly less. Since then, humanity
monster – the shark.
has methodically “progressed” closThe coral reef provides safety, er dominion over nature and away
the security of a
from living under
home. Nothing
the thumb of
lasts forever, and
Mother Nature.
when the groThis is cultural
Look at the
cery cupboards
evolution.
records hanging
empty, marine
The father,
cities become
society, raised
on your wall saved
overcrowded,
the paternal culfor the day ...
the oil tanker
tures that rose
spills poison and
and fell during
- RYAN JONES
the trolling nets
the many cencommit wholeturies. Women
sale genocide to
were subjugated
the point of species extinction, the and made subservient to oppress the
young, vibrant finned creatures take loving instinct that sought prosperity
charge of the school. The vibrant of through peace and the creation of
the fish society then turns towards new life.
the unknown in the hopes of finding
The father became alcoholic
a new home.
by inventing alcohol. The father
Perhaps they die lost in the barren became abusive by inventing slavwastelands in search of a life filled ery, hate and war – crimes unknown
oasis. Perhaps they die lost in the in the natural world. Greedy and
caverns of a blue whale. But, as life a slave to materialism the father
goes on, fish invariably swim in the invented debt.
sea and a new home is always found
Lost, broken, addicted to insanity
for the strongest of the species.
(repeating the same mindless cycle

expecting a different results) society
moves forward with the momentum
technology provides, stumbling,
numb and intoxicated. Last call
has come and gone and mankind
wanders alone homeless through
the night.
Who leads where the school shall
swim? Fish follow each other selflessly for the good of the species.
Humans follow their own wants,
desires and passions for the apparent
good of the individual.
What sharks are we running
from?
How will we know when we have
arrived at our new home?
Opinions are crap. Truth is all that
matters. There is but one real truth:
life exists to perpetuate new life.
For the scientists: Arthur C. Clarke
says that life is to reverse entropy
on the local level. Thermodynamics
says that the universe becomes more
random, more chaotic with time; life
stands in ironic disregard for this
fundamental law – a tree is more
than the sum of its parts. Life does
not break the law; life transcends it.
Life is poetry, or rather poetry
is life captured, condensed, and
put on the page. The pain of urban
life is captured in rap. The soul of

Laughing so hard my chest hurt,
I felt, for once, a part of the audience instead of a fly on the wall.
Christopher Titus’ heart felt humor
allowed the Riddle community a
moment to rest, de-stress and step
back from the insanity of the world
for an hour or two. My applause
was honest; my thoughts strange,
but sincere:
Fashion. Infotainment. Action
news. Music television. 24-hour
Cable whatever ... TRUST THE
MEDIA! Don’t ask questions.
Believe the government. War is
patriotic; Bad people must pay for
their crimes!
Thank God for Reality TV! It
saves me from the reality – you
know, the crazy one shown on, well,
TV.
If the world is indeed coming
apart as Titus repeated over and
over again, I’m so glad Fox News is

without the plug-in-drug. Turn Mr. your head, out of television, out of
TV off. Put the idiot box back in the Homeland Security, freedom is what
box. At first, it’s hard to fill in the you find; it’s scary.
hours of free time.
Freedom is commodity that, like
Invariably, the
water, is only
outside world
precious when
sucks you in.
the faucet is
The song of the
cut off.
Turn Mr
birds is not simuWater
is
TV off. Put the
lated. The danger
free – but we
is real, bruises
walk around
idot box back
and scars are a
now sipping
in the box.
consequence of
baby-bottles of
adventure – but
Evian – who
- RYAN JONES
the
terrorists
convinced us
are surprisingly
that it isn’t?
nowhere in sight.
“Freedom is
There are no masked men running just another word for nothing left to
around with MP5 sub-machine guns lose,”- Janis Joplin.
Rainbow Six-style, and there is no
“Freedom’s got to come from
enemy to “frag”.
within yes it does, not with a gun,
Where are all the bad people TV freedom’s the ability to feel love for
warned me about?
everyone,”- Mason Jennings.
Outside: out of doors, out of
–Ryan Jones

“

”

black slavery is expressed in blues.
The hyperactive power of youth
and revolution are epitomized with
punk rock, heavy metal, grunge and
the fierce raw anger of the garage
sound.
Look at your music collection
– the MP3’s you stole from “The
Man” with Napster and then later
Kazaa. Look at the records hanging
on your wall saved for the day you
finally buy a turntable – an attempt
perhaps to capture something beautiful and sacred lost to time.
Do you prefer Classic or Improv?
Mainstream or underground?
In my opinion, the band Phish
– indefinable in any one genre – is
worth a listen. These fish are among
the few leading the way to the oasis.
Listen to everything and give
Phish a spin.
But, figure it out for yourself;
my opinion is worthless. All music
– even corporate crap – has elements
of the one universal truth we all
know as children but forget with the
rational, worldly responsibilities of
the adult world.
And remember:
Unless in prison, never fight
naked.
–Ryan Jones

The world is coming apart at the seams
there to cover the worst of it. I’m so
glad the government is there to tell
me everything is okay – “go back
to shopping at Wal-Mart and working at your McJob.” I’m so glad the
corporate world has given me warm,
glowing gadgets to entertain me as
the anthrax falls from the sky, my
fellow students shoot up the school,
and “bad people” blow up the sacred
monuments to capitalism.
An English friend said to me that
America is a nation of extremists
– great ironic fodder for comedians.
What a great age to be in business
selling satire!
Morbidly obese, fat people driving
gas-guzzling, monster trucks talking
on picture phones and drinking diet
soda; skeleton, teenage anorexics
thumping along in Mini Coopers
off to the McMall to buy a twelfth
pair of new vintage jeans, this is the
American Dream. Spend one week

Student Forum
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Tell The Avion Opinions
section and the campus
how you deal with the
Riddle issues of life for
our summer paper.
Please
submit
articles
to
avionnewspaper@hotmail.com,
attn: Opinions editor.
Letters submitted may be edited for brevity and will be
printed provided they are not lewd, obscene or libelous. Letter
writers shall confine themselves to less than 800 words and a single
topic. All letters must be accompanied with the identity of the writer.

Crying over Spilled Milk
All week I was struggling for drivers are endangering themmaterial for my column. I had selves, their passengers or other
been reading the news, follow- traffic. In my case though, I don’t
ing the 9/11 testimonies and think I was endangering anyone.
fighting a cold that turned into I had not cracked 50 mph on a
a slight case of bronchitis, but I four lane road, going downhill,
had no material. Then, the morn- without another car in sight (with
ing of the Easter Vigil, repre- the exception of Johnny Long).
sentatives of the Volusia County Who was protected? Who had
Police Department gave me all I been endangering? No doubt
the material I needed: a Florida the two (count ‘em two) cars
Uniform Traffic Citation. After that passed me while the officer
all, nothing shouts “Christ is was creating and delivering my
risen” like “license and registra- citation were both thoroughly
tion, please.”
intoxicated and unsafe, however,
Friday night I was feeling I was posing great threat to socibetter than I had felt in a few ety with my rebellious ways and
days, and decided to
excessive speeds.
go out to dinner and
I realize that I am
play some pool with
crying over spilled
a few friends. Things
milk. This ticket will,
were truly looking up,
in all likelihood, have
and my week, which
little or no effect on the
had been markedly
outcome of my life. The
unpleasant, seemed like
forty three dollars will
it might finish on a high
not affect my ability
note. Then, much to my
to eat or clothe myself;
chagrin, as I rolled Christopher A. my driving record will
Noth
down the Seabreeze
not be affected as long
Bridge, I was spotted.
as I participate in drivColumnist
Unbeknownst to me,
ing school. I’m seething
I would soon become
about the idea, though.
prey for a bored police officer I know life is unfair, but it makes
and his trainee.
me mad. I know that even though
Honestly though, I am not I received a citation, I will conangry with the police officer tinue speeding and so will most
for giving me a speeding ticket other drivers. This ticket is just
(although he could have easily let a matter of procedure, not a real
me off with a warning, especially crime. I don’t consider myself a
since I’ve never been pulled over criminal, regardless of the fact
in my life.) I was going 49 mph that I do admit to committing a
in a 40 mph zone; I was in viola- thoroughly illegal act. I just don’t
tion of Florida State Statute 316 feel like I did anything wrong.
Section 187 Subsection 1 (useI think the real reason I’m
ful information, I know). I can’t angry though, is because I feel
deny it; I was speeding and I like traffic citations that relate
can’t blame the police officer to a radar gun are often undefor doing his job. Although, I do served. I feel like the speed at
suspect he was excellent at writ- which you travel is only one
ing traffic citations, since the pin factor in whether or not you are
on his uniform did say “expert.” I driving safely. It is very easy to
also understand that he probably drive unsafely and not exceed the
had to be sterner since he had a speed limit; similarly, it is quite
trainee on board.
possible to exceed the speed
I am truly frustrated with limit and maintain the safety of
the nature of the ticket itself. yourself, your vehicle and your
I appreciate police monitoring passengers. Yet, my life has truly
traffic at 12:30 in the morning been endangered by careless and
because I am certain there were aggressive drivers. Where were
a few intoxicated drivers on the the police, who were meant to
road. I think there are many be protecting and serving me?
instances when traffic citations I’m guessing they were writing
are deserved, specifically when speeding tickets.

The Avion asks: “What can the university do to increase student retention?”

– Compiled by Selene Richardson

Adelle Helble
Engineering Physics
Freshman

Brendon Malloney
Aeronautical Science
Freshman

Jason Deroo
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Dan Luczak
Aeronautical Science
Sophomore

Jonathan Mellone
Undecided
Freshman

Natalie Heck
Air Traffic Management
Sophomore

“Tuition is too high;
it’s really expensive to
get a pilot’s license.”

“If they’re leaving,
maybe they don’t
need to be here.”

“A step tuition
for the smaller
degree programs.”

“Lower the cost to fly the
freakin’ airplanes.”

“Offer all the majors at both
campuses. There are some
courses at the Prescott campus that I can’t take here.
This needs to change.”

“Focus on tuition relief. Or
find a way to decrease the
Riddle run-around.”
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Campus
organizations
available to you:
Aviation/Aerospace
• American Institute
of Aeronautics &
Astronautics
• Eagles Flight Team
• Future Space Explorers
& Developers Society
• International Society of
Air Safety Investigators
• Mars Society
• Ninety-Nines, Inc.
• Society of Civil Aviation
Technicians
• Sport Aviation
• Women in Aviation,
International
Ethnic/Cultural
• Ascendants League
• Caribbean Students
Association
• Indian Students
Association
• Korean Students
Association
• Latinos Unidos
•Hawaii & Pacific Ohana
• African Students
Association
•German Club
Honor Society
• Alpha Omicron Alpha
• Omicron Delta Kappa
Honor Society
• Sigma Gamma Tau
(Aerospace Engineering)
• Sigma Pi Sigma
(Physics)
• Sigma Tau Delta
(English)
Military
• Arnold Air Society
• Eagle Wing
• Naval Aviation Club
• Scabbard and Blade
• Semper Fidelis Society
• Veteran’s Association
Professional/
Academic
•American Association of
Airport Executives
• American Society of
Civil Engineers
• Association for
Computing Machinery
•Human Factors and
Ergonomics Society
• Mathematical
Association of America
• I.E.E.E.
• National Society of
Black Engineers
• Order of Omega
• Robotics Association
• Society of Automotive
Engineers
• Society of Physics
Students
• Society of Women
Engineers
Service
• Alpha Phi Omega
• Circle K International
• Up till Dawn
Special Interest
• Amateur Radio
Association
• Anything Goes Anime
• Art Club
• Culinary Club
• Embry-Riddle Resident
Student Association
• GALBA (Gay-Straight
Alliance)
• Gamer’s Guild
• The Green Party
• Model United Nations
• Muscle Car Association
• Music Company
• Pep Band
• Red Rope
• Riddle Players
• Riddle Riders
• Scuba Diving Club
• Silver Wings
• Southern Crosswinds
• Sport, Compact &
Import Car Club
• Student Alumni
Association
• Study Abroad
• Vintage Life Club
• Weather Club
• Wild Riders
• Triathlon Club
• Water Sports Club
• Wrestling Club
Religious
• Catholic Student Union
• Christian Fellowship
Club
• Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
• Shelanu Jewish Club
• Muslim Student

Student Organizations

The Avion, April 13, 2004

AAAE; money talks Kegger what?
AAAE

Member
The ERAU chapter of the
A m e r i c a n
Association of
Airport Executives
has had a very
successful semester. A brand new
office of enthusiastic students has
led the club in a
positive direction.
The semester
began with volunteer service to the
Daytona Beach
Speedway, raising
over $2500.00
for the ERAU
Central Florida Alumni Association.
The greatest event for the club
was during Bike Week last month.
AAAE expresses great gratitude to
John Green of Easyriders Events,
who donated a vending space on
Beach Street for the club to conduct

their yearly fundraiser. AAAE was
able to raise close to $1600.00 selling water and soda to thirsty bikers.
This event gave the club members

an opportunity to demonstrate their
dedication to their fellow members
and to experience true teamwork.
Jens Torrell, a new AAAE member,
was especially appreciated for his
outstanding participation in this
event. The money raised will be

used for club field trips to local
airports and for expenses associated with the education of the
airport management career field.
The semester
ended with the club
achieving Gold
Wing Status and
registering 15 of
their members to
the national AAAE
organization.
AAAE is highly
involved with the
Embry-Riddle
Weather and Flight
Information kiosk
at the Daytona
Beach International
COURTESY OF AAAE
Airport, and
is
always
welcoming new members
to be a part of their team.
If you are interested in joining
AAAE, please contact the Vice
President at jenerittger@hotmail.c
om. Come out and see if our club
fits you!

Theta Phi Alpha hosts an egg hunt

In bigger news, the ERAU
Swing Club, along with Task
Member
Force One will be throwing their
first and hopefully annual Root
Two Fridays ago, eight mem- Beer Kegger and Jazz Concert.
bers of the Embry-Riddle Swing This event will take place Saturday
Club took a trip to Tampa to see Apr. 17 at 7p.m. on the Flight
the Jive Aces play
Deck. Live
live at the Savoy
music will be
South. The Jive
provided by
Aces are a sixthe Embrypiece swing band
Riddle Jazz
direct from the UK
Band, and
and have played
there will be
all over the world.
a plethora
The band has a
of fine root
tradition of playbeers, assorting the Savoy
ed sodas and
South at least
big buckets
t w i c e a y e a r,
of Ice Cream.
and it is worth
The event
the trip across
will start
Florida. The band
with a brief
played two highdance lesson,
energy sets with a
followed by
break in between
open dancwhere the band COURTESY OF HTTP://WEB.IWEBCENTERS.COM i n g , g a m e s
got on the dance
and contests.
floor, talked to
Cost will be
fans and signed autographs. $3 at the door, and free for memHighlights of the night include bers to help cover the cost of the
the trumpeter and the trombonist kegs. You don’t have to know how
mock sword fighting with their to dance or even have a partner.
instruments, the keyboardist still Just bring yourself and we’ll take
playing hard as his keyboard gets care of the rest.
moved around the stage and almost
If you have any questions, comthrown into the crowd, great music ments please email Ryan Geoffroy
and a plethora a friendly people at geoff9b4@erau.edu. The Swing
to dance with. The club was able Club meets on the Flight Deck
to cover all costs of the concert every Monday at 8 p.m. for dancfor its members.
ing and socialization.
Ryan Geoffroy

Theta Phi Alpha
Kyra Ko

Theta Phi Alpha Member
On Friday, Apr. 9, the pledge
sisters of the Alpha Theta class
were initiated into Theta Phi
Alpha. Afterwards, we all
went out with our new sisters
and had an awesome time, per
unwritten Theta Phi rule.
We are so proud of you guys.
Theta Phi is now 38 sisters strong,

and growing ...
The next day, we held the
Easter Egg Hunt for children,
which is one of our annual philanthropies. Thank you to all those
who donated candy and prizes for
the event.
There are now less than 10
days remaining till the last day of
classes. We hope everyone wraps
up the semester with A’s.
But don’t forget to go out and
enjoy the beautiful weather!

Bikinis, Bubbles
and Babes
BILL CAMPBELL/AVION

THE THETA PHI ALPHA sorority held an egg hunt Sat. April10 behind the UC. The egg hunt
went well and not an egg was left uncovered. The children of faculty, students, and members of
the community had a blast celebrating Easter and just enjoying the warm Daytona weather.

Who: ERAU Varsity 			
Cheerleaders

Embry-Riddle Resident Student Association What: Car, truck and bike 		
wash
When: Sunday, Apr. 18
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Where: Ritter’s Frozen Custard
		

in Port Orange

Sigma Chi ends semester with bang
One more week! That’s right,
one more week until the last day
of classes.
Though,
if
you’re
like me, you still have to wait
another week for your last final to
be done. This school never ceases
to amaze me.
I would like to congratulate the
newest members to Eta Iota, Joe
aka Aicha and Seon aka Butcher.
I don’t know your last names so
that’ll have to do. Beta Omega
has now upgraded to NIBS which

is like going from the police academy to a job as security officer at
a condom factory.
Just kidding, kinda. Butcher has
done a fine job at making Bacon
his man-servant, and I hope that
continues for years to come.
That’ll do Farva. Gelliman would
be proud of the performance you
two put on. And also, congratulations on the Zulu Warrior, you
must make sure its legacy is carried on.
Speaking of the initiation after
party, Chesta finally got what he
deserved. Now I was expecting
a fight, but apparently the kid
enjoys having buckets of yellow

traffic paint dumped on him.
Quite an interesting site. I hope
it wasn’t too much of a hassle to
get it off, buddy. Congratulations
on the proposal.
Well, with the end of the semester comes graduating seniors,
and though this is my fourth
year, I’m not going anywhere.
G o o d l u c k t o D u e r, S a b e r,
Minimano and whomever else that
I forgot. Most of you we will be
glad to never see again. Saber, I
still hate you and hope that one
day you can invest in some Hanes.
Duer, Nip/Tuck will be hard without you, but I will be sure to get
rid of all the peanuts and their

nasty sleaze. Minimano, I almost
had a heart attack the other day
when I saw you working.
Couldn’t tell if it was from
the fried calamari or that you
actually have a job, where
people tell you what to do.
Hummer, the Flyers will take
it all this year, I can feel it. GO
FLYERS!!! DEVILS SUCK!!!
Moose, watch that phone of yours,
its getting a little overheated.
Wait, its nothing like Stumpy
and his phone. That bad boy
creates enough energy to run
a nuclear power plant. I am
still waiting for the day that I
see a big tumor growing out of the

Association
Sports
• Aiki O’Kami Society
• Baseball
• Crew Club
• Diving Eagles Scuba Club
• Golf Club
• Ice Hockey Club
• Inline Hockey Club
• Iron Eagles Rugby Club
• Jiu Jitsu Club

• Karting Club
• Kickboxing Club
• Lacrosse Club
• Rock Climbing Club
• Skydiving Club
• Stormriders Surf Club
• Swim Club
• Tae Kwon Do Club
• Triathlon Club
• Water Sports Club
• Wrestling Club

Fraternity/Sorority
• Alpha Eta Rho
• Alpha Phi Alpha
• Alpha Phi Delta
• Alpha Xi Delta
• Delta Chi
• Delta Sigma Theta
• Kappa Alpha Psi
• Lambda Chi Alpha
• Omega Psi Phi
• Phi Delta Theta

• Sigma Alpha Epsilon
• Sigma Chi
• Sigma Pi
• Theta Phi Alpha
• Panhellenic Association
Interfraternity Council
•Pi Kappa Alpha

Milton

Member

side of Stumpy’s head. Curly, the
cheese is aging my friend. Clipon, if you don’t understand any of
this, I don’t care, SOS called and
they want their brillo pad back.
Since I won’t be able to comment on our social this weekend,
I would like to thank the ladies of
Theta Phi Alpha for coming over
and hopefully having a good time.
I’m pretty sure there was
an ice logethere so I’m sure
a good time was had. I hope
everyone had a Happy Easter.
I know I did, being the designated fat Easter Bunny that eats
children’s chocolate. Oh yeah
RED SOX SUCK TOO!!!

VISIT STUDENT
ACTIVITIES
FOR UPDATES
ON CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS

Comics
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The Riddle of Life
Ever notice how FAA inspectors look
like the agents from The Matrix?

MORE DUMB CRIMINALS...

STRANGE
BUT
TRUE...

To “wake up” the Martian rovers each
sol, or day, NASA sends a radio transmission to Mars to signal that the
Martian day has begun. They have
chosen to send the signals in the
form of songs, which have included
R.E.M.’s “Stand,” U2’s “I Still Haven’t
Found What I’m Looking For,” and
“Walking on Sunshine” by Jump 5.

How to get out of a ticket...
Officer: May I see your driver’s license?
Driver: I don’t have one. I had it suspended when I got my 5th DUI.
Officer: May I see the owner’s card for this vehicle?
Driver: It’s not my car. I stole it.
Officer: The car is stolen?
Driver: That’s right. But come to think of it, I think I saw the owner’s card in
the glove box when I was putting my gun in there.
Officer: There’s a gun in the glove box?
Driver: Yes sir. That’s where I put it after I shot and killed the woman who
owns this car and stuffed her in the trunk.
Officer: There’s a BODY in the TRUNK?!?!?
Driver: Yes, sir.
Hearing this, the officer immediately calls his captain. The car is quickly sur
rounded by police, and the captain approaches the driver to handle the
tense situation.
Captain: Sir, can I see your license?
Driver: Sure. Here it is.
The driver’s license is valid.

Colorado Springs: A man walked into a little
corner store with a shotgun and demanded
all the cash from the cash drawer. After
the cashier put the cash in a bag, the
robber saw a bottle of scotch behind the
counter on the shelf and decided he would
steal that too. He told the cashier to put it
in the bag as well, but the cashier refused
and said “I don’t believe you are over 21.”
The robber said he was, but the clerk still
refused to give it to him. At this point the
robber took his driver’s license out of his
wallet and gave it to the clerk. The clerk
looked it over, agreed that the man was
in fact over 21, and put the scotch in the
bag. The robber then ran from the store
with his loot. The cashier promptly called
the police and gave the name and address
of the robber that he got off the license.
2000,
They arrested the robber two hours later.

In
the
year
When
a glass Pope John Paul II was
window named an honorary
Globetrotter.
breaks, Harlem
the cracks
move faster On an unrelated note,
than 3,000 a person uses approximiles per mately 57 sheets of
toilet paper each day.
hour.

On eBay last week...

Ever have a desire to just smite someone? This
$4.99 do-it-yourself voodoo kit is for you!

Captain: Who’s car is this?
Driver: It’s mine, officer. Here’s the owner’s
card.
The driver owns the car.
Captain: Could you slowly open your glove
box so I can see if there’s a gun in it?
Driver: Yes, sir, but there’s no gun in it.
Sure enough, there is nothing in the glove box.

The perfect accesory for the average Riddle
guy’s car. Just a dollar.

Captain: Would you mind opening your trunk? I was told you said there’s a
body in it.
Driver: No problem.
Trunk is opened; no body.
Captain: I don’t understand it. The officer who stopped you said you told him
you didn’t have a license, stole the car, had a gun in the glovebox, and
that there was a dead body in the trunk.
Driver: Yeah, I’ll bet the lying s.o.b. told you I was speeding, too!

by Wes Oleszewski

Preserve your integrity with this $200 George
W. Bush moral reserve note. You only pay
one dollar, although several of my fellow staff
members say even that is too much...

San Francisco: A man, wanting to rob a
downtown Bank of America, walked into the
branch and wrote “this iz a stikkup. Put all
your muny in this bag.” While standing in
line, waiting to give his note to the teller,
he began to worry that someone had seen
him write the note and might call the police
before he reached the teller window. So he
left the Bank of America and crossed the
street to Wells Fargo. After waiting a few
minutes in line, he handed his note to the
Wells Fargo teller. She read it and, surmising from his spelling errors that he was
not the brightest light in the harbor, told
him that she could not accept his stickup
note because it was written on a Bank of
America deposit slip and that he would
either have to fill out a Wells Fargo deposit
slip or go back to Bank of America. Looking
somewhat defeated, the man said “OK” and
left. The Wells Fargo teller then called the
police, who arrested the man a few minutes
later as he was waiting in line back at Bank
of America.
Detroit: A pair of robbers entered a record
shop nervously waving revolvers. The first
one shouted, “Nobody move!” When his
partner moved, the startled first bandit
shot him.
Detroit: R.C. Gaitlan, 21, walked up to two
patrol officers who were showing off their
squad car’s computerized felon-location
equipment to children in a Detroit neighborhood. When he asked how the system
worked, the officer asked him for identification. Gaitlan gave them his driver’s
license, they entered it into the computer,
and moments later they arrested Gaitlan
because information on the screen showed
that Gaitlan was wanted for a two-year-old
armed robbery in St. Louis, Missouri.
Yankton, South Dakota: A woman was
arrested at her stepson’s Boy Scout meeting. While she was watching a policeman
demonstrate his dog’s sense of smell, the
dog found a bag of marijuana in her purse.
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Genesis ends solar wind collection mission
Ben Cooper

Guest Reporter
After almost 30 months orbiting
the Sun, NASA’s Genesis spacecraft
has concluded its primary mission of
trapping particles from the solar wind
in its collector arrays and is now preparing to return the samples to Earth
later this year.
Genesis was launched Aug. 8,
2001 from Cape Canaveral Air
Force Station aboard a Boeing Delta
2 rocket. In October of that year,
Genesis arrived in position at the
L1, or Lagrange 1 point; a location
approximately one million miles
from Earth where the gravitational
pull between the Earth and Sun is
balanced. Shortly after arrival at L1,
Genesis unfurled its solar particle
collectors, composed of hexagonalshaped wafers of diamond, gold, silicon and sapphire, and pointed them
towards the Sun. Over the next two
and a half years, the arrays trapped
atomic-sized particles carried out
from the Sun with the solar wind.
The primary mission concluded
last week when mission controllers
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, CA, ordered the arrays

to be deactivated and stowed in the
spacecraft’s Earth-return capsule.
On Sept. 8 2004, the capsule containing the solar wind collectors will
be ejected from the spacecraft and
enter the Earth’s atmosphere over
the Utah U.S. Air Force Test and
Training Range. At around 9:15 a.m.
ET the capsule, under parachute, will
be plucked from the air by a helicopter using giant hooks. The specially
trained pilots involved in the mid-air
capture include an active Air Force
test pilot, former military aviators
and a Hollywood stunt pilot. Upon
arriving back on Earth, the samples
will be preserved in a special laboratory at the Johnson Space Center
in Houston, TX, where they will be
allocated for study over the next century. Scientists on Earth hope to find
out the composition of the Sun with a
level of precision never seen before.
The retrieval of the capsule will
mark NASA and the United States’
first sample-return from space since
astronauts Gene Cernan and Harrison
Schmitt brought rocks back from the
surface of the moon aboard Apollo
17 in 1972. It will also be the first
time in history samples taken from
beyond the moon have been returned
to Earth.

PHOTO COURTESY NASA/JPL

Spirit ends main mission Strange noises on station
Levi Jordan

Staff Reporter
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration announced
last week that its Mars rover, Spirit,
had completed its primary mission
on the Red Planet. Spirit is now
moving towards a cluster of hills
which could hold more evidence of
Mars’ watery past.
On Thursday Spirit will mark its
100th day on the red planet just as
its twin, Opportunity, wraps up its
primary mission on the other side of
the planet. Both rovers have accomplished nearly all of the assigned
tasks needed to deem the $820
million project a full and complete
success. “Spirit has completed its
part of the bargain and Opportunity
doesn’t have much left to do,” said
mission manager Mark Adler. “It’s
better than we could have possibly imagined.” NASA has even
extended the mission of the rovers
to September in light of the huge
successes so far.
So far both rovers have completed

all their main tasks. Spirit achieved
one when it set a record on Mars by
traveling 1,980 feet last Saturday.
Both rovers have also taken stereo
and color panoramas of their sur-

“

It’s better
than we could
have possibly
imagined
- MARK ADLER

”

roundings, driven to at least eight
different locations and operated
simultaneously for at least 30 days.
Prior to the mission, NASA had
assumed that technical and communication problems would stall
the rovers and prevent their use for
at least a third of the time on Mars,
despite a computer memory problem
lasting less than three weeks, Spirit
has worked for far more days than

had been anticipated. Opportunity
must now operate for at least 13
more Martian days before it will
meet all its targets.
Last Thursday, NASA began
updating software on the rovers
which should allow Spirit to travel
further each day while navigating
on its own and help Opportunity
conserve battery power at night.
Spirit touched down on Mars on
Jan. 3 in Gusev Crater, a 90 mile
wide depression that scientists
believe once contained a lake.
Spirit later confirmed those suspicions but failed to uncover any lake
deposits. The rover will soon reach
a cluster of hills that may contain
geological evidence of a substantially more wet environment in the past,
perhaps even layered rocks formed
in standing water.
Opportunity, which landed on
Jan. 24, has had more geological
success at its location, uncovering
layered rocks which have led scientists to believe that its location,
Meridiani Planum, was once a salty
sea or swamp.

Levi Jordan

Staff Reporter
The Expedition 8 crew of
the International Space Station
recently reported hearing a strange
metallic sound four months after it
caused panic aboard the station and
at mission control.
Cosmonaut Alexander Kaleri
was speaking to flight controllers in Moscow when he heard a
loud drum-like noise emanating
from the instrument panel of the
Russian-built living quarters.
Kaleri and astronaut Michael
Foale first heard the mysterious
noise back in late November and
described it as a flapping sheet of
metal. Neither the crew nor mission control was ever able to identify the sound; although engineers
suspect space junk may have damaged something on the exterior.
Last Friday Kaleri confirmed
that the noise came from approximately the same place as before
and sounded very similar. “I had
the headset on, so I didn’t hear it

very clearly. It sounded sort of like
a drum,” said Kaleri. “It sounds
sort of like a sheet of something
being bent.”
Some Russian flight controllers
suspected the problem was one
of the systems inside the station,
however NASA officials said that
all systems appeared to be operating smoothly. “It’s very strange,”
said a spokesperson for Russian
Mission Control. “I doubt that it
would be a coincidence that you’re
hearing the same thing coming
from the same place.”
During a spacewalk in February,
Kaleri and Foale were scheduled to check the exterior of the
space station where the noise had
originated last November, however
Kaleri’s spacesuit had overheated
and became damp which caused
the spacewalk to be cut short and
prevented an inspection of the area
from which the noise was heard.
International Space Station
managers said the Expedition 8
crew’s experiences over the last
six months have better equipped

engineers to develop procedures
for in-flight station repairs by
astronauts aboard longer ISS missions, as well as future trips to the
moon and Mars.
NASA officials said last Friday
that all systems are go for the
planned Apr. 18 (EDT) launch
of veteran cosmonaut Gennady
Padalka and NASA astronaut
Michael Fincke.
Padalka will serve as commander
of both Expedition 9 and the Soyuz
trip to the ISS while Fincke, a space
rookie, will serve as flight engineer
and the NASA science officer during the mission. Andre Kuipers,
an European Space Agency (ESA)
astronaut from the Netherlands,
will ride to the ISS with them for a
short-term science stay.
The trio should dock with the
space station early on Apr. 21
and go through a nine-day crew
exchange, with Expedition 8’s
Foale and Kaleri, who have served
aboard the ISS since October 2003,
returning to Earth with Kuipers on
Apr. 29th.
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JetBlue lands first rank
Joe Daniel

Staff Reporter
Low-fare carriers have won the
battle against the five major airlines
with regards to the results of the 2003
Airline Quality Rating (AQR).
The AQR, based upon Department
of Transportation data and other performance ratings, including mishandled baggage, consumer complaint,
and on-time performance figures, is
put out annually by joint researchers
from the University of Nebraska at
Omaha and Wichita State University.
JetBlue airlines took top honors,
as it had the least amount of denied
boarding, and the second best ontime performance and the fewest
amount of customer complaints.
Alaska Airlines was second in
the AQR, followed by Southwest
Airlines and America West. This
years study incorporated four new
airlines: AirTran, American Trans Air

(ATA), Atlantic Southeast Airlines
(ASA) and JetBlue.
Last year, US Airways was the top
carrier, but due to lacking on-time
performance and higher numbers of
mishandled baggage, the airline sunk
to fifth in the survey. Northwest,
Continental, and US Airways have
made improvements in the last two
years, as they once rode the bottom
ranks of the survey.
Researchers observed that compared to the studies conducted prior
to 2001, complaints have dropped
by half each year. As Professor Dean
Headley told CBS Marketwatch, “It’s
not clear whether the reduction in
complaints stems from airlines doing
a better job of satisfying customers,
or whether customers have significantly lowered expectations.” It is
clear, however, that low-fare carriers
are solidly performing by adhering to
a well-formed business plan.
Perhaps as a continuation of
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Watch the birdie!

JetBlue’s performance, the airline
announced early last week that it had
increased its load factor in March
and had even greater revenue miles
recorded per seat.
Airline Quality Ranking for year
end of 2003.

Ranking
1 JetBlue
2 Alaska Airlines
3 Southwest Airlines
4 America West
5 US Airways
6 Northwest Airlines
7 Continental Airlines
8 AirTran
9 United Airlines
10 American Trans Air (ATA)
11 American Airlines
12 Delta Airlines
13 American Eagle
14 Atlantic Southeast Airlines

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

ITS TIME TO TAKE a road trip to Lakeland again. This year is the 30th anniversary of the Sun
N Fun celebration of flight, and as usual there will be tons of display aircraft as well as a daily
airshow. More details can be found onlline at www.sun-n-fun.org.

A look at airport security
Tim Hatcher

DAVID WONG/AVION

JETBLUE CAME OUT ON top when compared with larger and more expensive domestic carriers. The
airlines’ reputation for timely departures and excellent service put it just ahead of Alaska Airlines.

Staff Reporter
“Airport security,” everyone that
flies nowadays has heard those
words so many times that they
have probably become sick of being
frisked, metal-detected and having
their belongings rummaged through
before they can get on their airplane.
The security systems set up in airports are merely reactionary measures to the September 11 attacks
and other things terrorists have done
to smuggle bombs and other contraband aboard the plane. Each time
there is a new scheme tried there
is a new security precaution added.
The TSA is not staying ahead of the
terrorists, just making sure they will
not try the same thing again.
Although there are measures
being taken to thwart the attempts
on civilian lives, many of the suggested security measures, such as
the National Identification Card,
have been met with harsh criticism
from rights groups such as the

American Civil Liberties Union.
The main concern of the human
rights groups is that the Government
would use the information provided
through the National ID card, such
as medical information and traveling
information in conjunction with the
Patriot Act to circumvent the Fourth
Amendment.
Other security measures, such as
taking the
biometrics
of
all
flying
p a s sengers
to create an
international
database
similar to
that
o
f
casinos
in the
United
States,
i
s
another idea to identify terrorist
threats as they enter the airport.
There is a large outcry from international civil rights groups because
the system could potentially be used
by oppressive regimes to do surveillance on their people.
There has also been another idea

floated lately to do an extensive
background check on certain frequent flyers, voluntarily of course,
and give them a certified identification card, allowing them to skip the
check-in lines and go directly to a
security gate, similar to the online
check in now available with Delta.
There is a large amount of criticism
with this idea as with any other, that
the system has a very large potential
for being abused. It is probably the
least intrusive of all the rest of the
ideas, according the ACLU.
Despite the fact that the government is not allowed to spy on its citizens, unlike the private sector that is
allowed to do whatever it wants
without a warrant, there is still much
resistance to adopting a national
identification system, whether it be
ID cards or biometrics, that is run by
the government. Once the American
citizenry gets past the idea that the
government is constantly spying on
them with this new technology, the
airports, buses and trains will be
much more secure.
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Techniques
and
Trails
Moving forward with new techniques
in technology...
going back to the days of wagon
trains and trails.

New power cells for laptop
Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter

Those frustrated with the short
life of their notebook computer
batteries may be in for a pleasant surprise. Samsung Advanced
Institute of Technology, the research
and development department of
Samsung Electronics, announced it
has developed a direct methanol fuel
cell (DMFC). The new cells, which
are aimed to be a replacement for
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Darrin O’Brady

Data Technology Editor
Some key points to remember:
After shooting six buffalo, you
can only carry back 100 pounds of
meat.
When you die, you can create
your own tombstone.
You can trade 64 pound of meat
for three wagon axels.
Leave in March, cause you never
get there before winter anyway!
If the rivers were deeper than two

Lithium-Ion batteries, mix methanol with air and water to produce
electricity. Samsung says its DMFC
could power a notebook computer for
10 hours with a 100 cubic centimeter
methanol cartridge. Samsung is not
alone in its development, though.
NEC says it expects to market a commercial DMFC for notebooks during
2004.
While the cells are specifically
designed for use in notebook computers, many companies are working on
cells for other mobile devices, like

PDAs and cellular phones. Estimates
from developers and industry experts
put DFMCs for smaller devices on the
market within three years. Toshiba is
planning a DFMC-powered charger
for devices before releasing DMFCs
small enough to replace standard batteries. Hitachi has also entered the
market, developing a PDA based on
DMFC technology.
Samsung has been invited to present its DMFC and full details for the
cells at the International Conference
of Small Fuel Cells in May.

E3 2004
Previews
-Street Fighter
Anniversary Edition
-Mega Man Anniversary
Collection
-Metal Gear Solid 3:
Snake Eater

CHRISTOPHER COLE/ AVION

The Tech Diaries
Soft modding the Radeon 9800SE
Every person that wants to play around $180.
The third catch is the fact that even
any graphically-intense game knows
You are probably telling yourself if you get a good 9800SE card with
that to enjoy that game he must first there must be a catch. There is a all eight rendering pipelines workhave a good video card, but a good catch- a few of them, actually. First ing, you still might not get the pervideo card will cost you a pretty of all, this card is mostly unavailable formance that you want. The reason
penny. So do you want to get a good in the United States. If you want to is not all Radeon 9800SE video cards
video card without paying over $300 buy it, your best bet will probably be are the same. Some of the 9800SE
for it? If you said “yes,” a
the Internet. I haven’t seen cards have 128-bit graphic rendering
video card called Sapphire
any big computer stores and some have 256-bit. The more
Radeon 9800SE might
that sell this card, even rendering bits on the card, the better
be for you. Even though
though I did find the card the graphic quality.
other companies make
in some small computer
To get the performance of the
the card (like ATI and
shops around the city.
Radeon 9800PRO, you’ll need the
Powercolor), I’ve worked
The second major catch Radeon 9800SE with 256-bit renderwith the Sapphire card.
is the reason that the other ing. If you try to softmod the 128-bit
By softmodding the
four pipelines are closed version, you’ll receive a considercard, you will be able
by default. When the com- ably reduced performance compared
to generate almost the
pany created the 9800SE to what you would receive with the
same performance as the Michael Perstin they only tested four of the 256-bit version.
Radeon 9800PRO video
pipelines. The other four
Even though most of the Radeon
Data Tech
card, which costs around
pipelines are closed and 9800SE cards on the market are the
Co-Editor
$250-$300. What do I
have never been tested. 128-bit versions, you can still find
mean by softmodding?
However, someone found the 256-bit version floating around.
Softmodding is the proa way to edit the drivers so To tell the versions apart, first check
cess that involves taking the existing that the system will open the untested the specs of the card, probably by
hardware drivers (the program that pipelines.
contacting the store, or if you are
tells the computer how the hardware
The downfall of this procedure buying it online, just take a look at
works) and either updating or replac- is that since the closed pipelines the specs posted on the website.
ing them modifying its behavior.
haven’t been tested, there is no guarThe second way to tell the two
Before going into that, here are the antee that they will work. If you get a versions a part is just by looking at
basics of how the video card works. card that has all eight pipelines fully the card. The 128-bit version will
Every video card has what are called functional, then you are lucky and have the RAM chips (the big black
rendering pipelines that turn the you’ll enjoy
squares) on
digital signals sent from the system p o w e r f u l
it in a sraight
or the game into the graphics you see g r a p h i c s
line, while
on the screen. The more pipelines from a cheap
the 256-bit
on the video card, the better graphic video card.
version has
Softmodding...involves
quality generated. Even though to get But if you
the chips
taking the existing hardware
good video quality, more memory get a card
arranged
and have a higher amount of render- that has four
in an “L”
driverss and either updating
ing bits, improve video quality, the w o r k i n g
shape.
or replacing them, modifying
pipelines still play a major role in p i p e l i n e s
Even if
its behavior..
the quality and performance of the and
four
you do get
card. It is possible to go much more d e f e c t i v e
the 256-bit
- MICHAEL PERSTIN
in-depth to describe exactly how a p i p e l i n e s ,
version with
video card works, but this is the basic then
you
all rendering
explanation.
will ruin the
pipelines
In the case of the Radeon 9800SE, graphics on
working,
the company that created the card your computer and will experience you must remember there are advanhas put in eight rendering pipelines, what’s called an “artifact effect.” tages to buying the more expensive
however only four of those pipelines Artifact effect is when you will see version.
are operational. The other four are spiky edges on different graphics and
The ATI Radeon 9800PRO for
closed by default, so the system you’ll experience a checkerboard example, comes with a TV tuner,
doesn’t know they are there, and the effect (when you see squares instead remote control and most important,
card doesn’t use them when it gener- of smooth graphics).
it comes with a guarantee that it will
ates the graphics.
If you do softmod your card and deliver all the performance promised
By softmodding the card, the start experiencing those effects, without the hassle of softmoding. The
new drivers open all eight rendering you’ll need to reinstall your original 9800PRO also comes with technical
pipelines, generating some awesome video card drivers (not the softmod support incase you need help installgraphics. The best part is that you’ll drivers) to close the broken pipe- ing the card or if you have problems
get the power of a $300 card for only lines.
with it after the installation.

“

Ol Skool
Game of the
Year:
Oregon Trail
feet, don’t ford the river!
Watch out for them thievin’
thieves!
The banker can’t fix anyhting!

The Avion, April 13, 2004

-Nintendo DS handheld
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